Create Something Unique with
Custom Laser Cut Designs

With hundreds of different jewelry store options, setting
yourself apart from the rest can make or break even the most
successful jewelry business. Offering new products matters and
it’s important if you want to be the go-to jeweler in your
community.
This is especially true when it comes to smaller mom-and-pop
stores or online only businesses. Stuller understands and has
worked to implement technology to help.
Our in-house Custom Laser Cut Designs and engraving technology
gives you the highest quality in laser cutting. This quick and
precise service allows you to have the creativity to design a
line of custom jewelry unique to your store and offer a
personalized touch. With more than 250 metal and gage
combinations of Stuller’s SCS-certified 100% recycled metals,
the options of creativity are endless while taking the stress
of manufacturing off your shoulders.
Our technology can help shape your vision into a reality.
Whether it’s to monogram a pendant, design a custom piece to
honor a loved one, or even a one-of-a-kind creation that no
other person can replicate. We can custom cut your design out
of our metal sheets. We stock multiple gauge sizes that are
available in various metal qualities. We will even send off
the pieces unpolished, allowing you to create the exact finish
that any of your customers want. In addition, since there is
no minimum on order requirements in gold or platinum, you can

get your products with ease and on time.
Having your custom laser designs created is simple when you
let Stuller do all of the heavy lifting for you. The process
is easy:
Submit your designs through email.
Once your design is verified, we will send a quote to
you within 2-3 business days.
After approval of the quote, a specific item number will
be assigned to your design for easier ordering in the
future.
Once the item number is created, you may begin placing
orders.
Our collections are so extensive that you can even shop our
stash of pre-merchandised stampings to use, cutting your
design process in half. In addition, our team is happy to walk
you through setup and pricings; that way, you can reorder that
same design as many times as you want whenever you’re
established in our system.
Using Stuller’s Custom Laser Cut Designs technology is a nobrainer when it comes to creating unique pieces for your
store. Let us help you set yourself apart from your
competition and design a meaningful, personalized, and
unforgettable items for your customers. The opportunities are
endless. What will you create?

